
Outbuildings 

Barn 

This farm was used as a sheep farm.  The barn is 100x40 feet with electric outlets throughout to plug in heat lamps 

during birthing season.  The South end of the barn has a hydrant for watering, as well as skylights that allow for natural 

light to come through.  There is plenty of room to store hay. Outside of the barn are ten 1.5 acre electric fenced 

paddocks for sheep, there is a hydrant and double Ritchie watering system. The paddocks were also used to graze cattle 

when there weren’t sheep. 

Pole Building 

75x40 pole building with concrete floor and large drive through doors.  One end of the building is 40x40 storage space. 

The other side has two 32x20 rooms with heated floors. The first room is the workshop, and the second is designed as a 

summer kitchen with bathroom and fodder system to grow food for the sheep to supplement the hay in the winter 

months. There is a hydrant inside the bathroom to wash out the fodder system. The floor is heated by a wood boiler that 

could also be used to heat the home. 

Old Barn 

Older 45x45 barn was used for horses years ago. The structure has solid bones and could be used for animals. This barn 

also has a fenced paddock with hydrant and double Ritchie watering system. 

Sugar Shack 

The Sugar Shack is 20x15 and is used in the spring to boil down the sap from the maple trees that are tapped. Plenty of 

syrup has been made over the years.  

Chicken Coop 

18x12 chicken coop. 

Land 

This property features 192 acres, with 122 of the acres being wooded. Shooting lanes have been cut to make for easy 

hunting.  80 acres of the property is wired and the neighbor has used this land to run his cattle when they were rotating 

fields. There are two 11+ acre fields – one is hay and the other is alfalfa. The DNR natural watershed pond on the 

property is protected from any kind of manmade change so it stays in its natural state for the wildlife to enjoy when it is 

at normal levels.  

Other 

There is an outdoor boiler that is currently used to heat the workshop, but could be switched to be used for heating the 

house. There is a 30x24 woodshed next to the boiler to store your firewood. 

There is a bank of solar panels (2 rows of 25 panels) that will help with your electricity bills. East Central Energy pays 

back nine months of electricity.  

The owners pay the township $150 per season for the grader to plow their driveway in the winter months, the grader 

uses the driveway as a turn around.  


